
Exploring Features to Identify Semanti Nearest Neighbours:A Case Study on German Partile VerbsSabine Shulte im WaldeComputational Linguistis, Saarland UniversitySaarbr�uken, Germanyshulte�oli.uni-sb.deAbstratThis paper addresses the inuene of spei�fators in feature seletion, in the ontext ofempirial studies on lexial verb semantis. Weidentify the semanti nearest neighbours of Ger-man partile verbs, based on distributional sim-ilarity and standard similarity measures, with afous on features at the syntax-semantis inter-fae. Varying the gold standard explores thetypes of similarities between the partile verbsand their nearest neighbours. Finally, we applya Latent Semanti Analysis to hek the e�etof dimensionality on the semanti hoies.1 IntrodutionGerman partile verbs represent a hallenge forstatistial NLP: They show spei� patternsof behaviour at the syntax-semantis interfae,and the semanti relation to their base verbs(transpareny vs. opaqueness) is largely non-deterministi. We are interested in automati-ally induing semanti lasses for German parti-le verbs to determine the semantially most sim-ilar verb groups and predit the ompositionality.This paper presents a preliminary step on thispath: A omplex analysis suh as lassi�ationrequires the de�nition of multiple parameters, ofwhih the hoie of suitable distributional featuresis a ruial part and should be addressed on asimpli�ed level. In this ontext, we present anexploration of features to desribe German parti-le verbs. The simpli�ed NLP task for applyingthe features is to identify the semanti nearestneighbours of the partile verbs, i.e. to identifythe German verbs whih are semantially mostsimilar. We spei�ally address the inuene ofthree fators in feature exploration that are im-portant in the ontext of distributional similarityand have not yet been raised. Future work onlassi�ation will apitalise on our insights.First Issue. We are interested in exploringthe importane of feature seletion with respetto a onsiderable sub-lass of verbs, and hooseGerman partile verbs for a ase study. Earlier

work onerned with the distributional similarityof verbs suh as (MCarthy et al. 03; Weeds etal. 04) uses standard features (e.g. grammatialdependeny relations) and onentrates on the in-uene of similarity measures. Approahes whihaddress feature seletion with respet to semantilasses of verbs suh as (Joanis & Stevenson 03;Shulte im Walde 03) explore features for verbsin general to indue lasses; so far, only (Merlo& Stevenson 01) address the issue of verb sub-lasses, and identify semanti role features to dis-tinguish intransitive verb lasses.Seond issue. The evaluation of semantisimilarity depends on the de�nition of a gold stan-dard. However, available resoures di�er stronglyin the types of semanti relations and the numberof their instantiations. Previous work has ignoredthe inuene of these evaluation parameters. Wevary the gold standard (i) sine it allows us to as-sess the types of semanti relations between thepartile verbs and their nearest neighbours; and(ii) to get an intuition about the inuene of thegold standard size.Third issue. We apply a Latent SemantiAnalysis (LSA) to our feature hoie, to explorewhether a dimensionality redution improves theresults by �ltering the relevant information fromthe feature vetors, or makes the results worse bylosing relevant information as provided by the fea-ture vetors. LSA was designed to approah syn-onymy and polysemy of high-dimensional words(Deerwester et al. 90), and has been applied su-essfully to NLP semanti tasks suh as measuringword similarity (Landauer & Dumais 97) and par-tile verb ompositionality (Baldwin et al. 03).We investigate the di�erene of high- vs. low-dimensional vetors for our semanti task. Reah-ing an idential or better result with a reduednumber of features would allow us to ut downon the time demands for omplex NLP tasks.



2 German Partile VerbsGerman partile verbs are produtive omposi-tions of a base verb and a pre�x partile, whosepart of speeh varies between open-lass nouns,adjetives, and verbs, and losed-lass preposi-tions and adverbs. This work onentrates onprepositional partile verbs, suh as ab-holen, an-fangen, ein-f�uhren. Partile verb senses may betransparent (i.e. ompositional) or opaque (i.e.non-ompositional) with respet to their baseverbs. For example, ab-holen `feth' is transpar-ent with respet to its base verb holen `feth', an-fangen `begin' is opaque with respet to fangen`ath', and ein-setzen has both transparent (e.g.`insert') and opaque (e.g. `begin') verb senseswith respet to setzen `put/sit (down)'.German partile verbs may hange the syn-tati behaviour of their base verbs: the par-tile an saturate or add an argument to thebase verb's argument struture, f. example (1)from (L�udeling 01). Theoretial investigations(Stiebels 96) and orpus-based work (Aldinger 04)demonstrate that those hanges are quite regular.(1) Sie l�ahelt.`She smiles.'*Sie l�ahelt [NPa ihre Mutter℄.`Sie smiles her mother.'Sie l�ahelt [NPa ihre Mutter℄ an.`Sie smiles her mother at.'Even though German partile verbs onstitute asigni�ant part of the verb lexion, reent workis mostly devoted to theoretial investigations.To my knowledge, so far only (Aldinger 04) and(Shulte im Walde 04) have addressed Germanpartile verbs from a orpus-based perspetive:(Aldinger 04) de�nes alternation patterns for sub-ategorisation frames of partile and base verbs;(Shulte im Walde 04) desribes the automatiidenti�ation and quantitative analysis of Ger-man partile verbs. This work relies on the databy (Shulte im Walde 04) and explores featuresat the syntax-semantis interfae to identify thesemantially most similar verbs of German parti-le verbs, a preliminary step towards determiningtranspareny/opaqueness.Syntax-Semantis Interfae Previous workon empirial verb semantis has shown thatdistributional similarity whih models verb be-haviour (mainly with referene to subategorisa-tion, partly inluding seletional preferenes) is a

useful indiator of semanti lasses, e.g. (Merlo &Stevenson 01; Joanis & Stevenson 03; Korhonenet al. 03; Shulte im Walde 03). The underlyinghypothesis is that to a ertain extent, the lexi-al meaning of a verb determines its behaviour,partiularly with respet to the hoie of its argu-ments, f. (Levin 93). To hek on the behaviour-meaning relationship for the spei� ase of par-tile verbs, we use the following distributions todesribe verbs.(1) syntax { syntati frame types(2) syntax-pp { syntati frame types + PPs(3) pref:frame-noun { seletional preferenes;nouns with referene to frame type and slot(4) pref:noun { seletional preferenes; nounswithout referene to frame type and slotWith desriptions (1) and (2) we follow previ-ous work and assume syntati frames and prepo-sitional phrases as useful indiators of verb be-haviour to indue semanti similarity. Desrip-tions (3) and (4) take a step away and refer tospei� de�nitions of seletional preferenes.Quantitative Verb Desriptions The quan-titative data are from a statistial grammar(Shulte im Walde 03), whose parameters wereestimated in an unsupervised training, using 35million words of a German newspaper orpus.The subategorisation information was evaluatedagainst ditionary entries, to ensure reliability.(1) Subategorisation Frames: The verbsare desribed by probability distributions over 38frame types. Possible arguments in the framesare nominative (n), dative (d) and ausative(a) noun phrases, reexive pronouns (r), prepo-sitional phrases (p), expletive es (x), non-�nitelauses (i), �nite lauses (s), opula onstrutions(k). For example, the frame type `nai' indiatesthe subategorisation of the obligatory nomina-tive NP (the subjet of the lause), an ausativeNP (the diret objet) and a non-�nite lause.(2) Subategorisation Frames + PPs:In addition to the syntati frame information,the frame types distinguish prepositional phrasetypes by distributing the probability mass of pp-frames over prepositional phrases, aording totheir orpus frequenies. We onsider the 30 mostfrequent PPs, referred to by ase and prepositionsuh as `Dat.mit', `Akk.f�ur'. For example, the re-�ned frame type `nap:Dat.mit' indiates a nomi-native and an ausative NP, plus a PP with theprepositional head mit, requiring dative ase.



(3/4) Seletional Preferenes: The gram-mar provides seletional preferene informationon a �ne-grained level: it spei�es argument re-alisations by their lexial heads, with refereneto a spei� verb-frame-slot ombination. Forexample, the most frequent nominal heads sub-ategorised in the transitive frame `na' by theverb einsetzen `insert, start' are for the nomina-tive slot Polizei `polie', Regierung `government',Wehr `army', Bahn `railway servies', and for theausative slot Gas `gas', Mittel `means', Kom-mission `ommittee', Wa�e `weapon'. Our dis-tributions restrit the seletional preferenes toframes whih are `relevant' for partile verbs: par-tile verbs do not show the same diversity of frameusage as non-pre�xed verbs but rather fous onintransitive and transitive variants, inluding ad-junts, f. (Aldinger 04; Shulte im Walde 04).We onstrut an intransitive frame set where weonsider the nominative NPs in the frame types`n' and `np', and a transitive frame set where weonsider the ausative NPs in the frame types`na', `nap', `nad', `nai', `nas'. The frame setstherefore inlude the original frame types `n' (in-transitive) and `na' (transitive), plus frame typeswhih are their potential extensions, i.e. whihadd an argument/adjunt to the frame. The dis-tributions pref:frame-noun and pref:noun refer tothe probabilities of nouns in these frame types;the former distribution does enode the refereneof the nouns to the spei� frame and slot, thelatter does not, i.e. frequenies of idential nounsin di�erent frame types and positions are mergedand then transfered to probabilities. The under-lying assumption for this rather rude simpli�a-tion refers to the observation that the seletionalpreferenes of partile verbs overlap with thoseof semantially similar verbs, but not neessarilyin idential frames (Shulte im Walde 04). Fi-nally, we de�ne frequeny ut-o�s, to investigatethe inuene of the number and frequeny rangeof nouns. The ut-o�s are indued from the sta-tistial grammar, referring to the total frequeniesof the nouns in the training orpus.3 Gold Standard ResouresA gold standard in our nearest neighbour lassi-�ation is applied to two tasks: (1) as soure fornearest neighbour andidates, i.e. to de�ne a setof verbs among whih the nearest neighbours arehosen, and (2) to evaluate the hosen neighbours

on the existene and the type of semanti relationwith respet to the partile verbs. Varying thegold standard allows us to assess di�erent typesof semanti relations between the partile verbsand their nearest neighbours, and to explore theexperiment setup with respet to the size of thegold standard.GermaNet (GN) (Kunze 00) is the Germanversion of WordNet (Fellbaum 98), a lexial se-manti taxonomy whih organises nouns, verbs,adjetives and adverbs into lasses of synonyms,and onnets the lasses by paradigmati relationssuh as antonymy, hypernymy, meronymy, et.We extrated all partile verbs from GermaNet,a total of 1,856 verbs; for 605 of them GN pro-vides synonyms, for 113 antonyms, and for 1,138hypernyms. As andidate verbs we extrated allverbs related to any of the partile verbs, a to-tal of 2,338. For omparing di�erent sizes of verbsets, we reated a redued set of partile and an-didate verbs (GN-red), by randomly extrating25 partile verbs eah with antonymy, synonymy,and diret and indiret hypernymy relations. Weobtained 95 partile and 613 andidate verbs.Ditionary (DIC): We use one out of numer-ous monolingual print ditionaries de�ning syn-onyms and antonyms (Bulitta & Bulitta 03), andmanually opied all synonyms and antonyms forpartile verbs whih also appeared with a min-imum frequeny of 500 in the grammar model.This provides us with a total of 63 partile verbs(referring to 18 di�erent base verbs) and 1,645andidate verbs.Human Assoiations (Asso): In a set oftwo online web experiments (Melinger & Shulteim Walde 05), we obtained human assoiationson partile verbs. In the experiments, we askedGerman native speakers to list spontaneous asso-iations. Eah partiipant provided assoiationsfor 50/55 verbs, the total number of verbs in theexperiments was 330/100. In the �rst experiment,36 partile verbs were inluded in the 330 verbs;in the seond experiment, 76 out of 100 verbs werepartile verbs. Eah verb was given assoiationsby 46{54 (exp1) and 32{34 (exp2) partiipants.We use all assoiated verbs from the experimentas andidates.Table 1 shows for eah gold standard resourethe number of partile verbs (pv), the numberof andidate verbs (and), the average number ofandidate verbs with a semanti relation to a par-



pv and avg rel baselineGN 1,856 2,338 10 0.43%GN-red 95 613 12 1.93%DIC 63 1,645 47 2.84%Asso1 36 623 25 4.01%Asso2 76 1,040 19 1.84%Table 1: Verbs and baselinetile verb (avg rel), and the average number of re-lated verbs in relation to the number of andidateverbs. The last olumn represents the baseline forthe experiments, sine it is the hane of `guess-ing' a related verb. Note that the baselines arevery low beause of the large number of andi-date verbs.14 Semanti Nearest NeighboursThe experiments explore the semanti nearestneighbours of the German partile verbs in thefollowing way. The partile verbs and their an-didates are instantiated by probability distribu-tions based on the feature desriptions, and foreah partile verb the nearest neighbour is de-termined. Semanti similarity is alulated bythe distane measure skew divergene, f. Equa-tion (3), a variant of the Kullbak-Leibler (KL)divergene, f. Equation (2). The skew diver-gene measures the distane between the partileverbs v1 and the andidate verbs v2 and deter-mines the losest verb. It has been shown an ef-fetive measure for distributional similarity (Lee01). As ompared to KL, it tolerates zero val-ues in the distributions, beause it smoothes thedistanes by a weighted average of the two dis-tributions ompared. The weight w is set to 0.9.d(v1; v2) = D(p jj q) =Xi pi log piqi (2)d(v1; v2) = D(p jj w � q + (1� w) � p) (3)A nearest neighbour is orret if it bears a se-manti relation to the partile verb, aording tothe gold standard. The suess of the experi-ments is measured by preision, the number oforret neighbours in relation to the total numberof guesses, i.e. the number of partile verbs in thegold standard. Table 2 presents preision resultsfor the di�erent kinds of distributions. The num-bers of features are given in italis. The pref dis-tributions refer to the intransitive frame set and1We realise that our baseline is generous, but it is suÆ-ient, sine the baseline is not ruial for our exploration.

the transitive frame set, and to noun ut-o�s of10, 100, 500 and 1,000. Considering higher ut-o�s than 1,000 resulted in lower preision resultsthan in the presented table. The best number pergold standard is printed in bold.The preision results might appear quite lowat �rst sight; but relating them to the respe-tive baselines (between 0.43% and 4.01%) demon-strates the suess of the higher table sores.The syntati behaviour by itself (distribution:syntax ) is not muh help for identifying seman-ti nearest neighbours; additional prepositionalinformation improves the results (distribution:syntax-pp) only slightly. This insight is espe-ially interesting beause it is spei� for partileverbs; omparable experiments on non-pre�xedverbs demonstrated that syntax-pp informationis a very useful hint for semanti verb similar-ity, sometimes even better than seletional pref-erene information, f. (Joanis & Stevenson 03;Shulte im Walde 03). For the partile verbs, themost suessful distributions are learly the nom-inal preferenes (distributions: pref:frame-nounand pref:noun), with only slight di�erenes be-tween the ut-o�s. Interestingly, the di�erenesbetween pref:frame-noun (with referene to theframe) and pref:noun (without referene to theframe) are also minimal.For DIC and Asso1, the di�erenes betweenthe syntax and the pref variants are signi�ant,2while the di�erenes within those groups are not.For the other resoures, none of the di�erenesare signi�ant. We onlude that the relevant in-formation in the distributions are the nouns; thereferenes to the argument struture (and, there-fore, the funtions of the nouns) are of minor im-portane. Triggered by the observation that thenouns play suh a major role in the verb desrip-tions, we performed a follow-up experiment wherewe reated verb distributions that used all nounsin the window of the respetive verbs, disregard-ing the noun funtion ompletely. We used win-dows of 5, 20 and 50 words to the left and theright of the verbs, and noun frequeny ut-o�s asbefore, 10, 100, 500 and 1,000. None of the win-dow distributions reahed the results as based onthe pref distributions; summarising, the relationof the nouns to the verbs is of minor importane(as we said above), but yet it plays a role that only2All signi�ane tests have been performed with�2; df = 1; � = 0:05.



syntax syntax-pp pref:frame-noun pref:noun10 100 500 1000 10 100 500 100038 183 81,710 51,092 22,314 13,570 14,371 5,989 2,072 1,170GN 2.13 3.11 8.11 8.77 7.87 7.38 9.67 9.59 9.26 8.11GN-red 6.32 9.47 17.89 17.89 15.79 12.63 20.00 20.00 20.00 15.79DIC 6.35 12.70 33.33 34.92 36.51 34.92 31.75 31.75 33.33 31.75Asso1 16.76 22.22 50.00 50.00 50.00 47.22 50.00 52.78 55.56 50.00Asso2 9.21 11.84 21.05 21.05 21.05 19.74 18.42 15.79 15.79 19.74Table 2: Preision of skew nearest neighboursnouns with spei� funtions are inluded in thedistributions. In addition, varying the frequenyut-o�s for nouns illustrates that using very highor very low ut-o�s (referring to using most vs.only high-frequent nouns) tends to be less su-essful than keeping to a medium range.The results with syntax and syntax-pp showthat the syntax-semantis mapping hypothesisdoes not apply to partile verbs as it does to verbsin general, and we provide the following expla-nation. Transparent partile verbs are semanti-ally similar to their base verbs, but neverthelessdo not neessarily agree with them in their syn-tati behaviour. (Reall that German partileverbs may hange the syntati behaviour of theirbase verbs, f. Setion 2.) And sine we knowthat semantially similar non-pre�xed verbs showagreement in their behaviour to a large extent, weassume that the frame mismath transfers fromthe base verbs to other verbs in their respe-tive semanti lass. This means that a syntatidesription of transparent partile verbs and se-mantially similar verbs is not expeted to showstrong overlap. As a follow-up step on this in-sight, future work will implement Aldinger's al-ternation patterns for subategorisation framesof partile verbs and their base verbs, and in-vestigate whether the syntati features are morehelpful when they inlude the regular mappingsof typial frames. For opaque partile verbs, weannot make strong statements. Sine they om-positionally represent idioms, we assume thatthey undergo the syntax-semanti relationship,i.e. that they behave similarly as semantiallysimilar verbs. For both partile verb ategories,there is general agreement in the seletional pref-erenes of partile verbs and verbs in the samesemanti lass, as the pref results illustrate.Comparing the results with respet to the goldstandard resoures, we observe strong di�erenes;for Asso1 we obtain signi�antly better resultsthan for all other resoures exept DIC.GN is sig-ni�antly worse than most other resoures. The

di�erenes illustrate the diÆulty of the task; itis easier to `guess' a orret nearest neighbour forDIC and Asso1 than for the other resoures, es-peially GN, f. Table 1. This has to do with thesize of the resoures and also with their `generos-ity' of providing related verbs. Furthermore, thesemanti nearest neighbours allow us to investi-gate the kinds of semanti relations whih are de-teted. In the GermaNet results, the hypernymsdominate the relations: the neighbours in thebest results inlude 72/68% hypernyms, 23/21%synonyms, and 2/0% antonyms; in some asesthe neighbours are de�ned in GermaNet as bothsynonyms and hypernyms (e.g. anfeuern `shoutenouragement'{animieren `animate' where ani-mieren an be a synonym or a hypernym). Thefat that the hypernyms dominate the results isnot surprising, beause they represent 44% of theurrent GN relations (as ompared to 10% syn-onyms and 1% antonyms), but the proportionis even stronger than in GN. This means thatour distributional similarity orresponds rather tothe GermaNet hypernym than the GermaNet syn-onym/antonym de�nitions. In the ditionary re-sults, we enounter more balaned proportions:43% synonyms vs. 48% antonyms, plus 2 asesde�ning a synonymous and antonymous relationat the same time. Still, as ompared to 51%and 49% of all enoded relations representingsynonyms/antonyms, the proportion of antonymsin our results is slightly stronger than for syn-onyms. Finally, the human assoiations demon-strate a more variable piture of semanti verbrelations: we �nd a large number of synonyms ornear-synonyms suh as abhalten{veranstalten `ar-range, organise', zunehmen{ansteigen `inrease';antonyms suh as aufh�oren{anfangen `stop' vs.`begin', einpaken{auspaken `pak' vs. `unpak';but only a few hypernyms suh as aufbrehen{�o�nen `break open' vs. `open', einsh�arfen{mitteilen `inulate' and `inform'. In addition,we �nd verb pairs with bakward presupposi-tion, suh as abst�urzen{iegen `rash (with re-



spet to a plane)' and `y', ausal relations suhas einbroken{ausl�o�eln `get into/out of trou-ble', einst�urzen{renovieren `ollapse' and `reno-vate', and verbs referring to temporally relatedsript-based events, suh as einshenken{trinken`pour' and `drink', and umbringen{sterben `kill'and `die'. The examples show that semanti sim-ilarity as based on our distributional similarityrefers to a variety of semanti relations, whih arenot overed by the standard manual resoures.Future work will address the question of whihkinds of features/distributions are assoiated withwhih kinds of relations.5 Latent Semanti AnalysisIn a �nal step of feature exploration, we applya Latent Semanti Analysis (LSA) to the featuredistributions, and then identify the nearest neigh-bours on basis of the LSA matrix. LSA is a teh-nique for dimensionality redution whih was in-trodued by (Deerwester et al. 90) to addressthe synonymy and polysemy of high-dimensionalword vetors. It performs a Singular-Value De-omposition on high-dimensional vetors: Theoriginal objet � feature matrix Mo�f is repre-sented as the produt of three matrixes Oo�k �Sk�k � Fk�f , with the diagonal of S as the lin-early independent singular vetors. Choosing konsiderably smaller than the original number ofdimensions f , the matrix O represents a dimen-sionality redution of M , approximating a leastsquares best �t to M . The optimal number ofdimensions varies, depending on the task.The goal of applying LSA to our data is two-fold: (i) to explore whether a dimensionality re-dution improves the results by using relevant in-formation from the feature vetors, or makes theresults worse by losing relevant information pro-vided by the vetors; (ii) reahing an idential orbetter result with a redued number of featuresuts down on time demands for NLP tasks. Asbasis for LSA, we use the most suessful verb-feature ombination from our experiments, withAsso1 as gold standard and pref:noun and ut-o� 500 as feature set. The verb-noun matrix has623� 2; 072 dimensions. As matrix values we use(a) the original verb-noun o-ourrene frequen-ies fvn, (b) the frequenies transformed to theirlogarithm: f logvn = log(fvn + 1), and () weightedby their idf (inverse doument frequeny) value:f idfvn = fvn � log(N=n), with N the total number
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Figure 1: Preision for varying dimensionsof features, and n the number of features a verbo-ours with. The transformations (b) and ()are ommon matrix transformations in LSA, f.(Deerwester et al. 90; Manning & Sh�utze 99).LSA is applied to the three matrixes, and thefeature dimensions are systematially redued tok = 25; 50; :::; 2050. Sine the lower-dimensionalvetors are not probability distributions, we an-not apply the skew divergene; we use the osineof the vetors' angle, another standard measure.For omparison reasons, our previous experimentswere repeated with the osine; the preision forAsso1/pref:noun500 is 38.89%, non-signi�antlyworse than the skew divergene result (55.56%).Figure 1 shows the preision results of identify-ing the semanti nearest neighbours with the LSAmatries (a) LSA-freq, (b) LSA-log, and () LSA-tf.idf. LSA does improve the results on seman-ti neighbourhood, but only when performed onthe original frequenies, and only with spei� di-mensionality (225 dimensions). That LSA is mostsuessful on the original frequenies is surprising,sine previous work emphasised the importaneof feature weighting for LSA, e.g. (Landauer &Dumais 97). The improvement is non-signi�ant.In addition, even the best results with the osinemeasure for redued dimensionality are still belowthe results as obtained with the skew divergenefor the original probability vetors.Summarising, in our task of identifying se-manti nearest neighbours on the basis of spe-i� verb-noun relations, the task preision su�ersfrom reduing the matrix information by LSA.Only when using the original frequenies and withertain dimensionality, the task-relevant informa-tion is preserved. However, for the purpose oftime-saving experiments, a single spei� redu-tion is suÆient. In onlusion, it is advisable toapply LSA (and invest the time to �nd the op-



timal dimensions) only in ases where sueedingexperiments pro�t from the redued number offeatures.6 SummaryIn this paper, we addressed the inuene of threefators in feature exploration that are importantin the ontext of distributional semanti similar-ity. In a ase study on German partile verbsthe task was to determine their semanti nearestneighbours. First, we showed that the e�et offeatures at the syntax-semantis interfae di�ersfor partile verbs as ompared to the standardase of non-pre�xed verbs. In aordane withtheoretial observations, the relevant informationin the distributions are the nouns; the referenesto the argument struture (and, therefore, thefuntions of the nouns) are of minor importane.Our results illustrate the importane of featureseletion with respet to a spei� set of data andthe task. Seond, we varied the gold standardin the evaluation of the nearest neighbours, tohek the dependenies on the various types ofsimilarities and the number of orret solutions.We demonstrated that the preision is related tothe number of orret hoies, whih shows howmuh the size of the gold standard inuenes thesuess. Our best result was a preision rate of55.56%, as ompared to a baseline of 4.01%. Thisresult was obtained on a gold standard of humanassoiations in web experiments. It outperformspreision values for gold standard resoures en-oding only synonymy, antonymy and hypernymy,and illustrates that semanti similarity as basedon our distributional similarity refers to a varietyof semanti relations, suh as temporal and ausalrelations, whih are not overed by the standardmanual resoures. Finally, a dimensionality re-dution by LSA redued the features to an opti-mised number of dimensions. In ontrast to previ-ous work, we demonstrated that LSA on the origi-nal frequeny distribution is more appropriate forour data and task than using the weighted ver-sions. But only spei� lower-dimensional repre-sentations outperform the high-dimensional rep-resentations, so it is advisable to apply LSA onlyin ases where sueeding experiments pro�t fromthe redued number of features. In future workwe will investigate whih of our insights transferfrom the ase study to the general ase of Germanverbs.
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